Although little remembered today, Louis Austin O’Jibway, who served with an Office of Strategic Services (OSS) amphibious unit along the Burma Coast and then won a Bronze Star for heroism with an OSS para-trooper operational group against Japanese forces in China, was one of the few Native Americans to serve in the OSS in World War II. Later, as a paramilitary specialist, O’Jibway was one of the few American Indians in the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) during the Cold War. After O’Jibway was killed in Laos in 1965, CIA posthumously awarded this highly respected officer medals for his meritorious service in Southeast Asia.

A Michigan Chippewa farm boy whose father died when he was only three years old, O’Jibway had struggled for a better life, ultimately achieving prominence as an athlete and then as a decorated combat veteran in World War II and paramilitary officer in the Cold War. The story of this modest Native American hero is noteworthy in part because of his achievements and the roles of the OSS in Asia and CIA in Laos. His life also demonstrates the possibility that a Native American could achieve social mobility, on his own merits, through sports and military service.

Still, the years of secrecy that surrounded his death in August 1965 illustrate the challenges that the covert nature of the operations in which clandestine service members are involved pose in providing the full recognition they are due for their service to the nation.

O’Jibway’s Struggle for Success

Big, ore-loaded ships still ease through the locks connecting Lakes Superior and Huron near O’Jibway’s birthplace in Soo Township, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. His ancestors included chiefs among the Chippewa, also called Ojibwa, a Native American people praised by Longfellow in his “Song of Hiawatha.” O’Jibway’s grandfather, a landowning chief, married a French-Canadian woman, a fellow Roman Catholic, in 1880. Thirty years later, one of their children, Joseph E. O’Jibway, owner of a hay and dairy farm and skilled dredge operator, married a Scots-Irish baker, Helen (“Nellie”) Brander. Louis Austin, born November 3, 1918, was the fifth of the couple’s seven children. Although his mother and grandmother were white, O’Jibway identified throughout his life with his Native American heritage.

O’Jibway was nine years old when his mother remarried, and a hostile white stepfather arrived at the family farm. Soon, Louis and most of the other children were sent away to Indian boarding schools. As he grew older, O’Jibway excelled at sports,
earning him scholarships that helped pay his way at Haskell Indian School in Lawrence, Kansas; Bacone Indian School in Muskogee, Oklahoma; and the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. The six-foot, 195-pound Chippewa demonstrated his strength and agility, placing first in the shot-put and javelin at Bacone and starring as a football tackle in the days of leather helmets.

O’Jibway also became a champion heavyweight boxer. In 1937 and 1939, he won state and regional Golden Gloves amateur boxing championships, the first of the Bacone “Braves” to reach nationals. The New York Times called this “Indian from Bacone, Oklahoma” one of the “formidable entrants” in the heavyweight class. He also reached the national boxing finals in the Catholic Youth Organization.

Sports writers tagged the tall, barrel-chested, copper-skinned fighter “Big Honey O’Jibway” and “The Battling Chippewa.” Perhaps because he lacked “a killer punch,” O’Jibway never won a national championship, but, as the press observed, he had “class” and “a fighting heart”—a “game, aggressive youngster who . . . never takes a backward step.”

Although sports won him scholarship money, boxing took its toll: he broke his nose, his front teeth, and his right hand. As for his other expenses, he worked summers as a “rough neck” in oil fields and steel yards.

The University of New Mexico recruited O’Jibway with a sports scholarship, and he spent two academic years there. O’Jibway’s agility and footwork helped make him the university’s star tackle in the fall of 1939 and 1940 and winner of the state Amateur Athletic Union heavyweight boxing title for the school in the winters of 1940 and 1941. The yearbook tagged him “New Mexico’s greatest lineman in recent years,” and NBC’s leading sportscaster of the day, Bill Stern, named him to Life magazine’s national “Little All-America” team in 1940, recognizing O’Jibway as one of the top college football players in the nation.

Boxing with Joe Louis
At the beginning of his senior year at the University of New Mexico in September 1941, the 22-year-old athlete and petroleum engineering major was drafted into the US Army.
American worked together identifying and training Army boxers and taking exhibition trips. O’Jibway sometimes acted as one of Joe Louis’s sparring partners, he would tell friends and relatives.

Enlisting in the OSS

In 1944, O’Jibway volunteered for “hazardous duty with small combat teams” in what he soon learned was William J. “Wild Bill” Donovan’s clandestine Office of Strategic Services, which sent spies and saboteurs behind enemy lines. OSS, a predecessor of CIA and Special Forces, was looking for bright, able, and daring individuals for a new amphibious unit OSS planned for the Pacific. Major Lloyd E. Peddicord, Jr., an Alabamian who had risen through the ranks and had won a Silver Star in the North Africa landings in November 1942, was an expert in night amphibious reconnaissance and landings. He signed up O’Jibway as one of his first recruits.

On April 27, 1944, O’Jibway became the first member of the new unit to arrive at OSS Training Area F, the former Congressional Country Club in Bethesda, Maryland. A few days later, when Lt. John C. Hooker, Jr., an infantry officer from Atlanta, Georgia, arrived as the next recruit, the cavalryman was delighted: “Boy, am I glad to see that there is someone here other than me,” O’Jibway told Hooker. “I’ve been here for three days and am the only ‘secret agent.’ I was thinking that I was going to be on a one-man mission.”

When the rest of the 60 men arrived, they soon began the demanding testing and training for commando operations, including practicing ju-jitsu, learning how to overcome an enemy while unarmed, and handling seven-man rubber boats on the Potomac River. A month later the unit was down to its planned strength of 40 men, organized into six small-boat teams. One night in June, 1944, they moved to OSS Training Area A, a large, wooded area today known as Prince William Forest Park near Quantico, Virginia. There, they loaded, fired, and field-stripped weapons from a dozen countries, assembled and disarmed booby traps, learned how to use the latest explosives and fuses, live off the land, and engage in nighttime hit-and-run operations. Their training ended with a Fourth of July celebration, at which a boxing match became so brutal that O’Jibway had to step in and bring it to a halt. The next week, the group learned that Gen. Douglas MacArthur had refused to allow the OSS men into his South West Pacific Area Theater, and their mission was shifted to the China-Burma-India Theater/South East Asia Command. They left on 14 July 1944 for the West Coast, and then Asia.

Lieutenants O’Jibway and Hooker bunked together on board ship, as they had in camp. Both were former Golden-Glove boxers, but the strong, tall Native American, weighing more than 200 pounds compared to his 140-pound companion was, Hooker recalled, a man of quiet strength who was treated with respect, as an
equal. Unlike many Native American enlisted men in the armed services, no one called O’Jibway “chief”; most of his colleagues called him “Jib.” He did not discuss his background more than needed. “[Talk of] our personal lives, if discussed at all, was very brief,” Hooker remembered. “Jib was very, very quiet, like many big men are.”

For several months in 1944 to 1945, the OSS waterborne Operational Group roared forth from bases on the shores of the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal on high-powered swift boats operated by the OSS Maritime Unit. From a home base named Camp Ritchie, they probed the islands, mangrove swamps, tidal creeks, and jungles of the Arakan coast of Japanese-occupied Burma, operating first under OSS Detachment 404 and subsequently under Detachment 101.

O’Jibway personally headed “Operation Rugby,” a successful landing that revealed the Japanese abandonment of a strategic island. He also led his amphibious scout- and raider-team as part of several other reconnaissance operations, some of which resulted in fire fights. At night on Ramree Island, OSS probes triggered fire from Japanese machine guns and heavy weapons, causing several casualties and revealing that the enemy was there—in force. It took an entire British Indian Army Division and British Marine Brigade to capture Ramree Island in January 1945, on the way to liberate Rangoon.

Yanking the Arakan Field Unit from coastal reconnaissance in the spring of 1945, OSS Headquarters flew the OSS commandos “over the hump,” the Himalayan Mountains, to China for a daring new mission. There they would join experienced OSS teams from the European Theater to train and advise the first Chinese paratrooper commando groups for raids behind Japanese lines. But first, the amphibious raiders had to become paratroopers themselves, earning their British parachute wings in India and their American parachute wings in China.

O’Jibway and Hooker joined the 10th Chinese Commando, one of 20 planned units, each to include nearly 200 Chinese troopers and their officers, plus their American OSS advisers. With little enthusiasm for the project, the Chinese Army sent many illiterate, malnourished, and reluctant Chinese peasants as recruits to the OSS experiment. O’Jibway, Hooker, and the other Americans did their best to build up, energize, and train them. At night in their tent, Hooker recalled, he and O’Jibway discussed “the failings of the Chinese troops, and how we could motivate them.”

When a major Chinese offensive began in July 1945, the six OSS-trained commando units deemed ready were sent into action to seize airfields and bridges to disrupt enemy communication and supply lines. The 10th, 9th, and 8th Chinese Commando units, grouped together as the “Blackberry Mission” and headed by Capt. Arthur P. Frizzell, who had led an OSS operational group in France, were sent to help the Nationalist Chinese Army’s 265th Regiment in the 89th Division. Their first mission was to capture a Japanese-held airfield in Southeast China that had been built on the grounds of a US Maryknoll (Roman Catholic) Mission.

But when the paratroopers attacked, most of the regular Chinese Army officers and enlisted men remained in position instead of
advancing. In the 10th Commandos’ sector, O’Jibway and his US sergeants, supported by Hooker’s mortar unit, led their Chinese paratroopers in storming a hill and then firing down on the Japanese. When they began to run out of ammunition after suffering from heavy enemy counter-fire for several hours without any reinforcement, O’Jibway and Hooker had to withdraw their units. Three dozen Chinese paratroopers had died in the action, but the Chinese and their OSS advisers had killed more than 160 enemy soldiers. During the night, the Japanese withdrew from the airport and the town, so US forces had achieved their objective, although without the help of the regular Chinese troops. The Maryknoll priests came down from their hiding places in the hills and welcomed the Americans, who hung a parachute in the mission’s chapel as a memento.39

With the Japanese surrender in mid-August 1945, O’Jibway and most of his colleagues returned to Washington, DC. Many of those, like O’Jibway and Hooker who had lived in the field in China, were underweight and debilitated from dysentery, malaria, or jaundice.30 Promoted to the rank of captain, O’Jibway received almost a year’s back-pay and was credited with 50 months of military service, including 15 months of combat duty in the Far Eastern Theater. At Donovan’s recommendation, the War Department awarded him the Bronze Star for meritorious service behind enemy lines in China from 21 July through 15 August 1945. Especially cited was his leadership of the assault on the Japanese airfield.31

After the War

Like many veterans returning from the war, O’Jibway looked for a job and a wife. He found the latter first: a fellow cavalry officer, former UCLA football star lineman Martin “Whitey” Matheson took O’Jibway home to Los Angeles and introduced him to Mary Louise Ratcliff, a vivacious, green-eyed, southern California beauty who worked at the Douglas Aircraft Plant in Santa Monica. They married in January 1946 and moved into an apartment in Pasadena, near his uncle. Her family welcomed him. Despite his large size and deep voice, O’Jibway was a kind and gentle man. “Austin was really wonderful. He was so sweet. Everybody loved him,” said Louise’s younger sister, Gladys. “You could feel it right away when you met him. You could trust him, rely on him. You would be safe with him.”34

As a civilian, O’Jibway first turned to sports to earn a living. In his captain’s uniform with cavalry breeches and boots, he strode unannounced into the office of a leading Los Angeles boxing promoter. Stephen H. “Suey” Welch was sufficiently impressed with O’Jibway’s record in the ring and his performance in the gym to send him to a training camp at Ojai and enter him in the Los Angeles Times Golden...
In the fall of 1951, in the middle of the Korean War and at the beginning of a major US military build-up . . . O’Jibway left his job as a security guard and went to work for the US government

Gloves tournament in March. O’Jibway’s billing was, “Austin O’Jibway, 26, an Indian, former Army captain, at 215 pounds and recommended by Joe Louis.” At Olympic Stadium that spring, O’Jibway scored a TKO in the second round to win the tournament’s heavyweight championship.35

Professional football came to Los Angeles in the fall of 1946, and O’Jibway became one of the many returning veterans and former star athletes hired to play for the newly organized Los Angeles Dons in the fledgling All-American Football Conference, a short-lived rival of the National Football League, which brought the Cleveland Rams to Los Angeles that year. Unfortunately, O’Jibway suffered a serious injury during training with the Dons that summer and never recovered enough to play professional football or box professionally.

Sports would no longer be a means of advancement for O’Jibway; instead, he joined one of his wife’s brothers as a security guard at the Douglas plant.36 Louise went into labor three months early, and on August 7, 1946 delivered twins—Teresa Karen “Tee” O’Jibway and Louis A. “Buddy” O’Jibway, Jr.37

In the fall of 1951, in the middle of the Korean War and at the beginning of a major US military build-up as part of the Truman Administration’s policy of containing communism worldwide, O’Jibway left his job as a security guard and went to work for the US government as a clandestine paramilitary officer at CIA.40 O’Jibway was one of many special operations veterans of the OSS that CIA recruited for its operational component as new Deputy Director for Plans Allen Dulles, a former OSS desk officer himself, shifted emphasis from intelligence gathering to covert operations.41 When it could, “the Agency hired people who had already been trained,” said Caesar J. Civitella, a former member of the OSS, Army Special Forces, and CIA. “They hired from the OSS and from the military.”42

About working for the clandestine agency, O’Jibway only told his family that he had a civilian job with the federal government and that it required them to move east. Renting out the Redondo Beach house, they relocated to southern Virginia to be close to a CIA training facility. During 1952 to 1954, presumably on his first assignment, he was stationed in Taiwan.35 Louise, who did not like to travel, reluctantly joined him there with the twins. According to his family, O’Jibway met occasionally with Chiang Kai-shek.44

“My husband and I always suspected that he worked for the CIA, but he never said anything,” recalled Louise’s sister, Gladys Ratcliff Miller. “He was always being sent away to different places and then especially when he was sent to Taipei with my sister and the children, we

Working for the US Army and CIA

As a student in the 1930s, O’Jibway had joined the Kansas National Guard while at Haskell, and the Oklahoma National Guard while at Bacone, in order to supplement his income.39

Newly Weds: Louis O’Jibway and his bride, Louise Ratcliff O’Jibway in early 1946 at a boxing training camp in Ojai, CA. The recently wedded Army and OSS veteran was training for a boxing match in Los Angeles. Photograph courtesy of Gladys Ratcliff Miller.
were told to write to him via an import-export company in New York City. Well, Life magazine exposed that company as CIA. Then we knew.”

Although he became a CIA officer in 1951, O’Jibway also remained an officer in the Army Reserves and was periodically called to active duty between 1952 and 1959, usually for relatively short terms. With his “top secret” clearance, he served in Army intelligence and operations and was sent several times to the Far East; CIA also sent him there. His daughter recalled that her father “was often away from home, often for some time. I knew he worked for the government, for the engineers or the Department of Defense, but I never knew [until later] that he worked for the CIA.”

Pressures on the Family

Working for CIA took its toll on the family. “Louise and the children could have gone on some of his trips,” Gladys Ratcliff Miller recalled, “but my sister did not want to go. She did go to Taipei, but she hated it. She was so happy to get back to Redondo Beach when they returned.” Louise and the twins lived in Virginia during the school year, but the southern California native objected to living through the East’s cold and snowy winters. In the spring of 1955, when a smoky fire broke out in the attic and damaged much of their house and furnishings, Louise shouted, “That’s it! I’m never leaving California again!”

Pulling the eight-year-old twins out of school before the end of the term, Louise returned immediately to Redondo Beach. O’Jibway joined her but also rented an apartment in Arlington, Virginia, near CIA Headquarters in Langley. The couple remained together for several years. “I think it was because she was against his being moved around every couple of years,” her sister explained. “She was a California girl.” As teenagers, the twins went to school in California but spent summers with their father and his relatives in Michigan and Texas. Their parents finally separated in the 1960s.

Periodically, O’Jibway served as an instructor on paramilitary operations and escape and evasion techniques, a job that would reveal qualities often hidden. “He was not very talkative, either in or outside the training sessions, but when he had something to say, we learned to listen carefully,” said James Glerum, who was one of his trainees in 1956. O’Jibway knew how to harvest wild foods and live off the land, and when he discovered Glerum was interested, he spent several weekends teaching him how. “On these field trips, I discovered that, hidden behind his ‘no-nonsense’ approach, he had quite a sense of humor. Across the board, I learned a great deal from him. For a young officer, just entering the service, Jib was someone to emulate.”

A powerful man in the ring, on the football field, and in combat, Louis Austin O’Jibway was a man of considerable empathy and deep religious faith. He was a Roman Catholic and a Democrat. “My father wasn’t very interested in politics, but he did vote,” his daughter said, adding, “and his religion meant a lot to him.” A former CIA colleague who worked as his intelligence officer in Laos in the early 1960s agreed: “He was a very caring person. He was almost too nice to be in our line of work,” recalled Gary Erb. “When you get into intelligence [and paramilitary] work, you are asking people to possibly get killed. He was not that kind of guy.”

For a period of 18 months from 1957 to 1958, O’Jibway, then 39 and an Army major, served on active duty at US 8th Army Headquarters in South Korea. He spent most of his free time there assisting a Maryknoll mission project for homeless lepers run by Father Joseph A. “Big Joe” Sweeney, whom he had first met in China in 1945. More than just driving priests around on their visitations, O’Jibway solicited from his fellow officers money, food, clothing, and medicine for the lepers. When he returned home, he convinced the World Medical Relief organization to provide additional assistance for them. When the secretary of the Army learned about this, he awarded O’Jibway a citation praising his work, which reflected “great credit on yourself and on the United States Army.”

Participating in the American “Secret War” in Laos

In the early 1960s, CIA sent O’Jibway to help in what became known as the “secret war” in Laos. The initiative started small, but after O’Jibway was gone, it eventually became the largest covert operation in the agency’s history. The operation involved clandestinely arming and supplying thousands of Hmong and other indigenous mountain people in

“Across the board, I learned a great deal from him. For a young officer, just entering the service, Jib was someone to emulate.”
Laos, with the aim of helping them limit the control of North Vietnamese communist forces that had invaded the small but strategically important southeast Asian kingdom, much as the OSS had used indigenous mountain tribesmen in Burma against Japanese invaders during WWII.

All major regional parties had agreed to the neutralization of Laos and the withdrawal of foreign military forces there, but when North Vietnam retained 10,000 regular troops there and resumed the offensive in 1962, President John F. Kennedy authorized CIA to secretly launch “Operation Momentum” supporting a guerrilla army of mountain tribesmen to block the communist advance. From the administrations of Presidents Eisenhower to Ford, US policy sought to prevent collapse of the neutralist, coalition government in Laos while simultaneously avoiding direct and open US military intervention and full-scale war, in what Washington considered a theater of war secondary to Vietnam.56

CIA’s “secret war” involved expanding resistance to foreign communist forces by using primitive tribesmen led by a charismatic Hmong leader, a young, French-trained officer named Vang Pao. The agency used helicopters and short take-off-and-landing (STOL), fixed-wing aircraft belonging to Air America and Bird & Sons, two thinly disguised, CIA-subsidized airlines, to fly in arms, food, medicine, and funds from Thailand to mountain villages in Laos.57 But in spite of the lifeline CIA represented, Gen. Vang Pao would not allow CIA officers to command his Hmong forces, which initially numbered fewer than 7,000.58

Some of CIA’s best officers were sent to Laos or neighboring Thailand, where the agency was directing operations.59 Among the senior case officers was Louis Austin O’Jibway.

O’Jibway arrived in Thailand in 1962, after completing a course at the US Army’s then-new Special Forces Warfare School at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in 1961, and then helping to update paramilitary training for CIA’s new Special Operations division. Soon after his arrival in Thailand, he helped the US Army Special Forces Group run a six-month guerrilla warfare course for high ranking Thai and Laotian officers. He advised the Thai Border Patrol Police (BPP) commandos CIA had helped to create and was now supplying with helicopters, short-wave radios, and weapons. Since the Thai police commandos could not be as easily identified as foreigners, CIA sent numbers of them into the Laotian mountains to work with guerrillas there in support of the CIA effort.60

Primary focus had been on the northeastern area of Laos that bordered North Vietnam, but when President Kennedy decided to expand the guerrilla operation, CIA extended the area to include northwestern Laos and its borders with China, Burma, and Thailand. CIA officers James W. (“Bill”) Lair and Lloyd (“Pat”) Landry ran Operation Momentum out of a nondescript building on the huge, Royal Thai Air Force base at Udorn, Thailand, 50 miles south of the Laotian capital of Vientiane. They sent O’Jibway to manage the project in the northwest provinces, and he arrived in mid-1963 at his new station in Chiang Khong, Thailand, in the northwestern corner of Laos across the Mekong River.61 As the senior CIA case officer in the region, “Jib” or “Lou,” as he was known, was responsible for paramilitary
activities and intelligence collection in the area.

The assignment came with problems. His predecessor, William ("Bill") Young, a youthful UCLA graduate and son of local missionaries, had combined a freewheeling, independent operation with a hedonistic lifestyle, and he remained in the area. "In contrast, Lou O’Jibway was a very cautious and methodical individual," recalled Terrence M. ("Terry") Burke, a former Marine serving as a CIA paramilitary field officer in Laos, who came to know and admire the Native American supervisor. Burke described O’Jibway, by then 45 years old, as "very conservative, Roman Catholic, and older; he had a very difficult time with Bill Young."62 O’Jibway had learned Thai and used interpreters for the various dialects of Laos, but he also had to deal with bitter rivalries among the tribes, meddling by Lao generals, and increasing US military demands for more offensive-oriented guerrillas to help interdict the Ho Chi Minh Trail in eastern Laos.

Despite such problems, O’Jibway handled the situation well: "Jib was a quiet and reserved individual, not overladen with ego, as some of the younger Agency paramilitary types were prone to be," recalled a senior pilot.63 "He was a nice guy, a typical American Indian kind of guy—calm, quiet, unflappable," said a helicopter crewman. "I never saw him drink or get excited or upset; he was well respected."64

Joy and Tragedy in California

In the summer of 1964, O’Jibway returned to the United States for his twins’ graduation from high school. After the graduation and celebration of their 18th birthday, on August 14th he left for the airport, to begin the long flight back to southeast Asia.65 As his flight made its way over the Pacific, O’Jibway’s wife (from whom he was by now separated) was killed in an automobile accident in Redondo Beach.66 "The car crashed at 6:30 [pm], only two-and-a-half blocks from our house," Teresa O’Jibway remembered. "I was taking a bath, and I heard the sirens. Someone came and told me not to go out to the accident . . . my mother died a week after my 18th birthday."67 Funeral services were held six days later.68

After Louise’s death, O’Jibway’s son Buddy started spending more time with him. Buddy ended up accompanying O’Jibway back to Thailand, taking a job at Udorn Air Base as a baggage handler for Air America.69 "He was a nice kid, like his dad," recalled Gary Erb, O’Jibway’s intelligence officer. "He was well-mannered and well built."70 Buddy spent almost a year there.

O’Jibway and his field operatives continued to build and expand a guerrilla network among the mountain people in northwestern Laos.

O’Jibway and his field operatives continued to build and expand a guerrilla network among the mountain people in northwestern Laos. Laos near the village of Nam Yu, in a tight mountain valley 40 kilometers north of his headquarters across the Thai border.

The small, rustic compound at Nam Yu, staffed by CIA paramilitary officers, an intelligence officer, and several Thai radio operators and English-speaking Burmese Shan bodyguards, was later expanded into a guerrilla training camp. "I stayed up there in a grass hut and established a cornfield landing strip," Gary Erb, the intelligence officer, recalled. "He stayed at Chiang Khong and did the major support work. He handled the money, the payroll for the troops, supplies, and the like."71 In addition to supervising the intelligence and paramilitary resources and operations, O’Jibway gladly followed CIA directives to help bring Western sanitary, health care, and agricultural techniques to the mountain tribes.72

O’Jibway made helicopter trips into Laos on payroll, inspection, and other missions, including, on some occasions, missions to save his people’s lives. Although the main battles occurred in northeastern Laos, there were also running gun fights with the communists in O’Jibway’s northwest region by 1965. On 21 May, he personally saved the life of paramilitary field officer Terry Burke. With the North Vietnamese regulars chasing Burke and the mountain tribesmen through the jungle, O’Jibway arrived in a helicopter and rescued Burke and the wounded, among whom were guerrilla tribesmen and a Thai Border Patrol Police commando—allowing the rest of the tribesmen to escape.73

Recruiting and Training Guerrillas

O’Jibway and his field operatives continued to build and expand a guerrilla network among the mountain people in northwestern Laos and to help with a USAID program to implement health and hygiene improvements in the region. He enlisted recruits from various tribes and built a training camp near his headquarters. During the dry season in the winter of 1964–65, he established a forward base (L-118A) in
When President Lyndon Johnson began sending US ground troops to combat in South Vietnam in 1965, he also ordered CIA to increase Vang Pao’s guerrilla forces in Laos.

When President Lyndon Johnson began sending US ground troops to combat in South Vietnam in 1965, he also ordered CIA to increase Vang Pao’s guerrilla forces in Laos. Despite concerns voiced by Lair, Landry, O’Jibway, and others, the original operation of limited hit-and-run raiding would be supplanted by larger-unit ground offensives, run by the expanded guerrilla forces now supported by US airpower.74 Arriving in spring 1965 to assist enlarged paramilitary operations, Jim Sheldon was impressed by O’Jibway’s very presence, recalling later: “He was a very big guy, 220 to 230 pounds, with hands as big as Virginia hams.” Describing O’Jibway’s leadership, Sheldon explained: “He was an experienced leader, gave people the lead. Told them what to do and let them do it. He could be creative. Without authorization or funding, he set up a PX where tribal leaders could obtain little things that were valued back at the village—flip-flops, sarongs, combs, and brushes and things—and he paid for it by selling extra barrels of gasoline that our helicopters did not use. This kind of creativity also helped us upgrade the guerrillas’ weapons.”76

In the initial phase of the new program, CIA’s guerrilla operation in northwestern Laos suffered a tragic, major setback on 20 August 1965: O’Jibway and several other important figures from the United States, Thailand, and Laos, were lost in a helicopter crash. Traveling from the forward base at Nam Yu to the CIA control center at Udorn, their chopper went down in the Mekong River, near the Laotian capital, Vientiane.77

**Down and Missing in the Mekong**

Maintaining the façade of US non-intervention in Laos, CIA avoided any reference to itself and its role there in the information that was released after the helicopter crash. The first press report of the crash appeared as a small story two days afterward in the *Bangkok Post*, an English-language newspaper in the Thai capital. The article reported that a US Air Force helicopter had gone down near Nonghai, Thailand. Four days later, on 24 August, an Associated Press story printed in the *Bangkok Post* and picked up by the *Washington Post* and other newspapers cited the US embassy in Thailand as having identified two Americans missing in the crash: a “Lewis [sic] A. O’Jibway of Redondo Beach, California, and Edward Johnson of Washington, DC.” The Bangkok newspaper erroneously identified them as employees of the Bird & Sons airline.78

A subsequent Associated Press report out of Vientiane was a composite of some accurate statements, some half-truths, and some outright falsehoods. It declared,

*A helicopter carrying five Americans and a Laotian colonel fell into the Mekong River on Sunday. Three of the Americans managed to swim ashore, but the other two and the Laotian colonel apparently perished in the swift current. The copter was coming into Vientiane, Laos, on a flight from Thailand. US military officials in Bangkok said all Americans on board were civilians. Bangkok newspapers reported the helicopter belonged to the US Air Force, but officials there said it was a charter craft.*

CIA policy in the region was to fly the bodies of dead employees out of the area as soon as possible, usually within a day or two, and also whisk any family members there back to the United States. No memorial services


A Monsoon Tragedy

From the Air America report and subsequent interviews, including some conducted by the author, a fuller picture of the fatal flight comes into view. It had begun as a routine flight by an Air America utility transport helicopter, a Sikorsky UH-34D, a former Navy/Marine (“Seahorse” or “Dog”) version of the Army’s more widely known UH-34 “Choctaw.” After delivering supplies to O’Jibway’s forward base (L-118A) at Nam Yu, the crew of the UH-34D started to return to the CIA facility at Udorn Air Base in Thailand, normally about a three-and-a-half-hour trip. Air America pilot Capt. Robert J. (“Bobby”) Nunez, 30, and crewmen Stephen I. Nichols, 24, were well on their way to Udorn when O’Jibway radioed them to return north to pick up a downed pilot whose small, fixed-wing aircraft had just crash-landed at another mountainous dirt landing strip.

After picking up the downed pilot, Nunez flew to Nam Yu to refuel. It was a Friday, and during the refueling, O’Jibway and several of his colleagues decided to go with the empty chopper to Udorn. “It was a spur-of-the-moment thing,” recalled Gary Erb, who was there. “Now Jib and the others said, ‘We’ll all go to Udorn and have a good meal at the club. Hell, we’ll all go back, have some good meals, sleep in a good bed, and talk to Bill [Lair] and Pat [Landry].’ Even though the weather was getting bad—it was the rainy season—they climbed aboard for their own reasons.”

When Nunez took off, he and the rescued fixed-wing pilot, George Calhoun, sat in the pilot positions in the upper level, forward cabin. Below and aft of the cockpit, in the cargo hold, were crewman Nichols, O’Jibway, Edward Johnson, and two close associates, leaders of the Thai and Laotian militaries, Col. Tiao Syborravong and Capt. Ruang Ramrut. As the craft proceeded, the sky darkened and it began to rain—first showers, then heavier and heavier, monsoon-season rain. By early evening the sky was black; fuel was running low and the windshield wiper was not working. Nunez put on his landing lights and began to follow the bank of the Mekong River, at what he thought was 50’ or so above the water, hoping to land at Vientiane. Around 7:30 p.m., just north of Vientiane, he strayed away from the riverbank. The chopper had descended to three or four feet above the river, which is approximately a mile wide at that point, but, unknown to Nunez, the helicopter’s altitude warning system was inoperative. When he banked the aircraft, its right wheel and rotor blades dug into the water, stopping the aircraft immediately and flipping it onto its side into the dark, surging waters of the Mekong.

The cargo compartment door was underwater and stuck, and the turned over helicopter was sinking fast. Nichols, the crewman mechanic, worked his way toward the back, squeezing through a small emergency hatch and bobbed to the surface. Nichols and Calhoun escaped through a sliding window in the cockpit. In the dark, the three heard two other persons surface, sputtering. Nichols testified later, “I believe I heard Captain Nunez call, ’Jib’! and was answered by, ’Yeah.’” Whoever it was, two of the four passengers who had escaped from the cargo hold were quickly swept away.

As Nichols and Calhoun swam toward opposite sides of the mile-wide river, Nunez, who could not swim, grabbed driftwood and was carried 60 miles downriver. At daybreak, a major search-and-rescue operation began; all three Air America employees were found soaked but alive. The search for the four passengers and the wreckage went on for three weeks, involving Air America, the US Air Force, the Royal Laotian Army, Royal Thai Border Patrol Police, and CIA boat teams.

Several days after the crash, CIA officer Edward Johnson’s body was discovered on the riverbank near Vientiane. The corpse of Thai officer Ramrut washed up 20 miles downriver. Both had drowned. The bodies of O’Jibway and the Laotian prince, Colonel Syborravong, were never found, nor was the wreckage of the helicopter—all were presumed swept away. For a year, CIA carried O’Jibway on its rolls as “missing.”
were held in Laos or Thailand for CIA training officer Edward Johnson, an African American and former Marine, when his body was found the day after the crash. Johnson’s remains were flown back to Washington, DC, where his family lived and where William Colby, then chief of CIA’s Far Eastern Division, attended his funeral. Louis A. O’Jibway’s body was not found, nor was the body of the Laotian colonel. Both were presumed to have been carried down the Mekong, which also swept away the wreckage of the helicopter. There was no mention of the Thai army officer who drowned, but whose body had been found.80

Terry Burke, O’Jibway’s friend and former subordinate, had returned from Laos to CIA Headquarters a month before the crash. When news of the tragedy reached the agency, CIA immediately flew him to California. It was 3:00 in the morning when he appeared at Teresa O’Jibway’s door to deliver the news.81

“We wanted to tell them fast,” Burke recalled, “because we assumed the press would be on it quickly. I stayed with them for a week; Headquarters was feeding me information as they received it.”82

Because the helicopter crash into the Mekong had occurred during the escalation of the war in Vietnam where US aircraft were being shot down, many of O’Jibway’s friends and relatives thought that communists might have shot down his aircraft as well, and that he might be a prisoner. “We always thought that the official story of him drowning in a crash might not be the truth, and that he might be a captive somewhere . . . since he was never found,” said his sister-in-law.83 O’Jibway’s good friends, the Maryknoll priests in South Korea, certainly thought he had been shot down. Father Joseph A. Sweeney, the leader of the Korean leper project who had known O’Jibway since 1945, wrote a letter to hundreds of their mutual friends. Noting that O’Jibway had been doing a “hush-hush job” for the Defense Department, training the Thai Border Patrol “in tactics against the Reds,” Sweeney wrote, “He must have been a marked man by the Reds. Did they shoot him down?? . . . Please say a prayer for our best friend, who has gone to the Happy Hunting Ground.”84

Even though O’Jibway was presumed dead, CIA listed him as missing for a year. Finally, in the fall of 1966, CIA Headquarters notified his two children that since all efforts to find his body had failed, the agency was preparing a death certificate and asked them to come and receive it. “We went to Washington and were given his medals and all,” recalled his daughter.85 In a private ceremony, Director of Central Intelligence Richard Helms handed them the certificates and their father’s medals, awarded posthumously: a gold Intelligence Medal of Merit, and a silver Exceptional Service Medal.86 An official photograph shows the slightly balding Helms handing over a small case of items to Buddy O’Jibway as Teresa O’Jibway looks on.87

“That’s when I decided that Dad was dead,” she declared later, “although I still have some doubts about the truth. They didn’t tell us much.”88 O’Jibway’s two younger brothers, who had been fellow boxers and were WWII army combat veterans, were not satisfied, either. Philip, a banker in Lubbock, Texas, and Joseph, a worker in Barbeau,
Minnesota, probed for more information. In October of 1966, Joseph wrote to a man whose name and contact information Louis had given him two years earlier. “As far as we were concerned as a family,” Joseph wrote, “everything seems quite vague as to what has happened. We feel we are due some sort of explanation, as a family.”

The family received some detailed information about the crash, but not from CIA. “One of the things we got is a handwritten letter on thick paper,” Teresa O’Jibway recalls. “I don’t know who wrote it, but they knew a lot.” Located among the papers of the late Joseph O’Jibway is that anonymous letter, undated, written in penciled capital letters on a page torn from a notebook. It provided a detailed, technical explanation of the flight and the crash, and information on the unsuccessful efforts to recover the wreckage as well as O’Jibway’s body.

Teresa O’Jibway also recalled that, in 1966, “the military sent us two trunks of Dad’s stuff to our house in Redondo Beach [after he was declared dead].” The trunks contained mostly old papers, scrapbooks, awards, and mementos from his school days and WWII, as well as some clippings about the Catholic leper project in Korea. There was nothing about his CIA service, the secret war in Laos, or details about his death.

Air America Investigates the Crash

Privately, however, CIA was irate at its subsidiary, Air America, for the loss of agency officers and important allies in the crash of 20 August 1965. While concealing details from the public, CIA internally demanded an investigation and a full report. Air America quickly established an investigating team, which took testimony from survivors and others. Three weeks after the crash and after appraising the investigating team’s report, an Air America review board at Udorn Air Base concluded that the crash had been primarily due to pilot error. In the heavy rain and darkness, pilot Robert Nunez had misjudged the “altitude, allowing the aircraft to strike the water.” Other contributing factors included an inoperative windshield wiper and the malfunctioning of both the aircraft’s automatic stabilization equipment and its minimum altitude warning light.

But there was more than pilot error and bad weather involved: Air America and Bird & Sons were both working with old equipment; many of their helicopters were used surplus equipment from the armed forces. Two months after the crash that killed O’Jibway, CIA lost two more case officers in another Air America helicopter crash. This time the chopper went down in the jungle due to mechanical failure; all aboard were killed, including the pilot, crewman, and two young CIA operatives under State Department AID covers—Michael Maloney, 25, and Michael Deuel, 28, both second-generation CIA officers.

Years later, reflecting on time as CIA’s acting chief of station in Laos, James R. Lilley, later US ambassador to China, remembered the loss of these younger men: “We had coups d’état, floods, all kinds of things to deal with,” he emphasized. “We saw some of our people ‘crack up’ who could no longer take it. We saw some of our young guys killed in helicopter crashes.”

During the secret war in Laos, CIA lost eight case officers and several other employees; four case officers died in aircraft accidents and four were killed as the result of enemy fire.

O’Jibway’s helicopter was not downed by enemy fire, despite the suspicions of his friends and relatives. “Nunez would have loved to be able to say they had been shot down,” Terry Burke told the author. “The survivors would have said if they had been hit . . . there was no enemy activity there at that time, and nobody could have seen the aircraft in that horrible weather. There were some communists in Vientiane, but this was upriver.”

A Within-House Legend

Within CIA, Louis Austin O’Jibway remained a legend both for his ability and reliability and for the way he died. “A number of us who knew and missed Jib later joked that, although he had undoubtedly died in the crash, he had pulled an old Indian trick,” recalled Mike Lynch, a CIA case officer and provincial adviser in Laos. “Since his body was never found, his heirs—his two children—continued to receive his pay for a full year, until he was officially declared dead, and then receive his death benefits, whereas Ed Johnson’s heirs only got death benefits.”

Tony Poe, the legendary ex-Marine and guerrilla trainer in Laos who considered O’Jibway a “true hero”
was furious with Nunez for O’Jibway’s death. Still, Poe joked that “Jib was smart enough to carry a pocket full of rocks to make sure he sank on impact [instead of slowly drowning].”

A year after O’Jibway’s death in the Mekong, the river rose to an unusual 20 to 30 feet during the 1966 monsoon season, and the flood waters washed away the little bamboo house he had built at Chiang Khong. The local Thai natives, Buddhist animists, declared it was O’Jibway’s spirit, returning to claim his home.

CIA eventually honored O’Jibway, but privately. Historically, the covert operations branch deplored releasing any details about its officers even within the agency. But public criticism and a congressional investigation of CIA in the early 1970s led to reforms, one of which was a decision to create a memorial to fallen officers, and later an annual ritual of ceremonially reading each of their names.

In 1974, the agency ordered 31 gold stars etched into a white marble entrance at CIA Headquarters, accompanied in a nearby Book of Honor containing the names (when declassified) and year of death of CIA officers who had died in the line of duty. Louis A. O’Jibway’s was among those first 31 stars on the wall, and his name was among the first inscribed in the Book of Honor.

For many years, few outsiders knew of the memorial, since CIA Headquarters remains inaccessible to the public. It was not until 1990 that non-agency family members were invited to the annual reading of the names of the fallen. Joseph O’Jibway, the brother who had pressed for more information since 1966, was invited in 2000, but Teresa O’Jibway has never received an invitation.

Because the Directorate of Operations opposed the release of information, families were kept in the dark about details of the deaths of their loved ones, including any information concerning the clandestine activities that led to the death and sometimes even the loved one’s affiliation with CIA. “Families who lose loved ones who were covert not only had to endure the loss—they were also tethered to bogus stories for years and years,” wrote journalist Ted Gup, author of The Book of Honor: The Secret Lives and Deaths of CIA Operatives (Random House, 2000). “They had to raise their children without any details or specifics as to what their mothers or fathers gave their lives for.” Teresa O’Jibway agreed: “My dad was very patriotic, and he gave his life for his country. I think they could have told us more. It seems like he was used and then forgotten.”

In many ways, the Hmong and other mountain tribe people were also used and ultimately forgotten. In 1966, the year after the crash of O’Jibway’s helicopter, as the United States increased forces in Vietnam, it also expanded the size and offensive role of the guerrillas in Laos. Ultimately, Gen. Vang Pao commanded an airmobile force of nearly 40,000. But North Vietnam countered with 70,000 troops, and in 1975 after defeating South Vietnam, Hanoi achieved victory in Laos. For the previous 15 years, the mountain tribes, covertly aided by the United States, had restricted the North Vietnamese army and prevented communist control of Laos. But that achievement had been obtained at great cost to the mountain tribes, particularly during the escalation after 1965. By the end, perhaps 35,000 guerrillas had been killed and nearly a third of Hmong civilians had died from starvation and

---

a. The year of death given was the year he was officially declared to have died, 1966.
disease. Refugees in their own land, the remainder fled, including some 200,000 who followed Vang Pao to the United States.112

**O’Jibway Barely Known Outside CIA**

It took 20 years for even cryptic references to begin to emerge about Louis A. O’Jibway in the secret war in Laos, and then only in highly specialized publications.113 Not until the dawn of the 21st century was his name mentioned in a few popular books—publications about the secret war in Laos, about CIA’s *Book of Honor*, and a history of CIA—but even then with simply passing references to his having been a CIA officer killed in a helicopter crash in 1965.114

Louis A. O’Jibway largely vanished from history. His alma maters—Haskell, Bacone, New Mexico—failed to list the champion athlete and war hero on their rolls of honor.115 Nor is his name among those on the Special Operations Memorial at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, Florida.116 Although it is included in CIA’s *Book of Honor*, the agency’s headquarters remains closed to the public. Only the unofficial Special Forces online roll of honor celebrates Louis A. O’Jibway—and then only briefly.117

Yet the story of the big man with the big heart is worth remembering. The fatherless youth’s struggle for a better life reads like a “Horatio Alger” story. Louis O’Jibway battled his way up, through achievements in the boxing ring and on the football field. His combat actions with the OSS against the Japanese in World War II merited his ribbons and medal. His humanitarian campaign to aid lepers in South Korea reflected his admirable character. Like these, his efforts with CIA in the early 1960s to improve the health and fighting efficiency of primitive mountain tribes in Laos against North Vietnamese invaders were noteworthy attempts to halt the aggressive spread of communism—an effort that cost him his life.

Scholarship on Native Americans in World War II has emphasized the major impact the war had upon American Indians and their society. Tens of thousands migrated from isolated reservations to serve in the military or work in the cities. Many learned to live and move ahead in mainstream America.118 Although not brought up on a reservation, Louis A. O’Jibway, a Chippewa from rural Michigan, certainly learned to live and succeed in mainstream American society. He did it through sports, the US Army, the OSS, and the CIA. The life and attainments of this modest but remarkable man, one of the few Native Americans in the OSS and in the CIA, are worth remembering and commemorating.

---


---
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